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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider an economy described by: 
(i) A set Y of feasible consumption plans, and 
(ii) A utility function u. 
Y is assumed to be a convex and compact subset of s+, the nonnegative 
orthant of s, and u is assumed to be concave, continuous and increasing on s+. 
Following Gale and Sutherland [3] we prove that a point e of Y is optimal 
if and only if it is competitive (see Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.6). As a 
by-product we get that every optimal point is a regular efficient point of Y 
(see Definition 4.1 and Theorem 3.1). Following Arrow, Barankin and 
Blackwell [l] and Radner [6] we prove, using the above result, that the regular 
efficient points of Y are dense in the set of all efficient points of Y. This 
result should be compared with the discussion in ([5], Section IV). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall be working in the space s of all real sequences. We find it conve- 
nient to recall some facts concerning s. Let X, y ES. The sum z = x + y is 
defined by: 
$4 = ++I + r(t), i! = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
If h is a real number and x E: s then y = hx is defined by: 
YW = w99 t = 0, 1, 2 ,... 1 
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The topology of s is the topology of coordinate-wise convergence. Thus a 
sequence (xk) of vectors in s converges to a vector x if and only if 
Let x, y Es. We write x > y if x(l) > y(t) for t = 0, 1,2 ,... . x > y if 
x~yandxZy.Ifx(t)>y(t)fort=0,1,2,...thenwewritex~>y.The 
set of all nonnegative sequences of s is denoted by s+. Thus 
A real function u defined on sf is increasing if x > y implies that U(X) > u(y). 
If x and r are members of s+ then we define the “scalar product” of x and n by: 
7f * x = 2 7(t) x(t). 
t=o 
The product m * x is well defined, but it may equal 03. Thejth unit vector of s, 
to be denoted cj , is defined by: +(j) = 1, and cj(t) = 0 for t f j. 
3. OPTIMAL AND COMPETITIVE CONSUMPTION PLANS 
Let Y be a subset of s+ which satisfies: 
(3.1) Y is convex. 
(3.2) Y is compact. 
(3.3) There exists a point p > 0 in Y. 
Intuitively, we interpret Y as the set of all feasible consumption plans of an 
economy. 
Let u be a real function defined on s+ which satisfies: 
(3.4) u is quasi-concave. 
(3.5) u is continuous. 
(3.6) u is increasing. 
We interpret u as a utility function of the economy, i.e. as a function reflect- 
ing the preference ordering of the members of the economy over the set of all 
possible consumption plans. 
A point e of Y is ejkient if there exists no pointy E Y such that y > e. A 
point q of Y is optimal if u(q) > u(y) f or ally E Y. Clearly an optimal point is 
eflicient. 
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Let e be an efficient point of Y. A vector rr > 0 is a system of eficiency prices 
for e if: 
(3.7) a*e<o3 
(3.8) ‘fT*e>rr*y for allyEY. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let e be an e#icient point of Y. Then e is optimal if and only 
if it has a system v > 0 of efficiency prices such that: 
(3.9) If z E s+ and r - e >, x * z then u(e) >/ u(z). 
PROOF. Sufficiency follows from (3.8) and (3.9). To prove necessity, 
assume that e is optimal and let 
2 = (z 1 z E s+ and u(z) > u(e)}. 
It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that 2 is a convex closed subset of sf. Hence for 
every E > 0 the set 
Z(E) = {x 1 x = z + EC0 ) z E Z} 
is a convex closed subset of sf. Moreover, 
(3.10) if z E Z(E) and x > z, then x E Z(E). 
Since e is optimal and zl is increasing, Z(B) n Y = 0. Hence by ([2], p. 417) 
there exists a continuous linear functional on s which strictly separates Y 
and Z(E). That is, there exist a n E s, n f 0, with finitely many non-zero 
coordinates, and a 6 > 0 such that: 
(3.11) rr . x >, n *y + 6 for all x E Z(E) and y E Y. 
It follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that n > 0. The point e + ECU is a point of 
Z(c). By (3.11), 7 * (e + EC,,) 3 n * e + 6. Since 6 > 0 it follows that r(O) > 0. 
Let vi = n/v(O). Using (3.1 I), we get: 
(3.12) rrl . z > r1 . y - E, for all z E Z and y E Y. 
Now u(e + c,,) > u(e). Since u is continuous there exists a natural number T 
such that the point d defined by: d(0) = e(0) + 1, d(t) = e(t) for 1 < t < T, 
and d(t) = 0 for t > T, satisfies u(d) > u(e). There exists an l a > 0 such 
that d E Z(E) for 0 < E < q, . For 0 < E < e0 we define: 
(3.13) P(E) = {?T (= ES+, n*z>,~~*y---forallz~Zandy~Y, 
and w . d = 1). 
It follows from (3.12) that P(e) # D for 0 < B < E,, . It is clear from (3.13) 
that 
(3.14) if c1 < ca then P(,r) C P(EJ. 
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We proceed with the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. P(G) is compact for 0 < E < c,, . 
PROOF. Let rr E P(e). It follows from (3.3) and (3.13) that VT *p < 1 + t. 
Hence P(e) is contained in a compact set. Thus, we have only to show that 
P(e) is closed. Let (Q) be a sequence of points in P(e) and let ?T = lim,,, rk. 
We shall show that ?r E P(e). Let z ~2 and y E Y. For every 6 > 0 there 
exists a natural number T(6) such that the point z, defined by: ~~(0) = 
z(0) + 8, z+(t) = z(t) for 1 < t < T(S), and +(t) = 0 for t > T(6), belongs 
to 2. Hence 
T(8) 
(3.15) n,(o) 8 + c Tk(t) s(t) > ?Tk ’ y - c, K = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
t-o 
It follows from (3.15) that 
TW 
r(O)63- c 7r(t)z(t)>n*y-G 
t=o 
Since S > 0 is arbitrary, rr * z 2 rr * y - E. Since 
Tr E P(e). 
It follows now from (3.14) and Lemma 3.2 that 
Let PEP. Since n>O and rr-d=l, r>O. Now rr*z>:a-y for all 
z~Zandy~Y.Letc>O.Thene+ec,,~Z.Hence 
7r-e+m(O) 277-y for all y E Y. 
Since l > 0 is arbitrary, 
s-e>rr-y for all y E Y. 
Now d E 2. Hence rr . e < r . d = 1. Thus 7~ is a system of efficiency prices 
for e (see (3.7) and (3.8)). We proceed with the proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. T> 0. 
PROOF. First we observe that r * e > v *p > 0 (see (3.3)). Hence there 
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exists a natural number T such that V(T) > 0 and e(7) > 0. Suppose now that 
there exists a u such that T(U) = 0. Define a point x by: 
x = e - EC, + c, , E > 0. 
For E sufficiently small z E 2, while 
7r - 2 = 77 - e - m(7) < 77 * e, 
which is impossible. Hence rt > 0. 
The next lemma concludes the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.4. If z ES+ und ?T - z <T. e, then u(x) <u(e). 
PROOF. Let z E sf satisfy U(X) > u(e). Then z E 2, hence 7r * x > r * e. 
We have to show that n * .s > n. e. Assume, on the contrary, that 
n * z = n a e. Let T be a natural number such that Z(T) > 0. For E > 0 suf- 
ficiently small, z - EC, belongs to 2 while 
77 ’ (z - q) = T ’ X - ET(T) = 7r * e - W(T) < i7 ’ e, 
which is impossible. 
For the rest of this section we shall replace assumption (3.4) by: 
(3.16) u is concave. 
Following Gale and Sutherland [3] we define: 
DEFINITION 3.5. An efficient point e E Y is competitive if it has a system 
v of efficiency prices such that 
(3.17) u(e) - v . e >, u(x) - r . x for all x E sf. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let e be an ejicient point of Y. Then e is optimal if and only 
if e is competitive. 
PROOF. To prove sufficiency let 7r be a system of efficiency prices for e 
which satisfies (3.17). For y E: Y we have 
u(e) >, u(y) + 77 * e - 7r * y > u(y). 
Hence e is optimal. To prove necessity, assume that e is optimal. By Theorem 
3.1, e has a system rr of efficiency prices such that (3.9) is satisfied. Let 
F={x\xEs+andr.x<oo}. 
We now define the following sets: 
A = ((01, /I) \ 01 < U(X) and /3 < rr * e - rr * x for some x EF}, 
and 
B = ((a, 6) [ a > u(e) and b >, 0). 
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It follows from (3.16) that A is convex and from (3.9) that A r\ B = .G. Hence 
there exist constants v and w such that 
(3.18) vu + wb > vol + wp for all (01, ,8) E A and (a, b) E B, 
Looking at the definition of B we conclude that v > 0 and w > 0. If v = 0 
then it follows from (3.18) that 0 > 7~ * e - rr * x for all x EF. Since 
VT * e 3 rr *p > 0, this is impossible. Hence v > 0. Let y = w/v. It follows 
from (3.18) that 
(3.19) u(e) 3 U(X) + y(~ . e - rr * X) for all x EF. 
It follows from (3.19) and (3.6) that y > 0. Let rr* = yrr. Then m* is a system 
of efficiency prices for e and 
u(e) - 7-r* * e > u(x) - 7r* - x for all x es+. 
4. AN APPLICATION: DENSITY OF REGULAR EFFICIENT POINTS 
Let Y be a convex and compact subset of s+. 
DEFINITION 4.1. An efficient point e of Y is a regular eficient point if it 
has a system rr > 0 of efficiency prices (see (3.7) and (3.8)). 
THEOREM 4.2. The regular efficient points of Y are dense in the set of all 
e@cient points of Y. 
PROOF. Let 
S = {t 1 there exists a y E Y which satisfies y(t) > 0). 
As a consequence of the convexity and compactness of Y there exists a point 
4 E Y such that q(t) > 0 for all t E S. Let s, = Es, where E is the real line. 
It is sufficient to prove the theorem for Yi , the projection of Y into s1 . But 
Yi has a strictly positive vector. Hence we may assume that Y satisfies (3.3). 
Let e be an efficient point of Y. We have to show that there exists a sequence 
(r,) of regular efficient points such that e = lim,, Y,, . We claim that e is the 
limit of a sequence of strictly positive efficient points. To prove this, let 
qn , n = 1, 2 ,..., be an efficient point which satisfies 
!&a(1 -L)e+$p; qn>O, n=l,2,3,...; and e=izq,. 
Hence we may assume that e > 0. Let n > 1 be a natural number. We define 
Y(n)=(yly~Y and y(t) 3 (1 - l/n) e(t) for 0 < t < n}. 
Notice that Y(n) satisfies (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). Let 
6, = min{e(t)/n 1 0 < t < n). 
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For x E sf we define 
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q(x) = min Ix(t) - (1 - +) e(t) IO B t G fi\ , 
and 
z&(x) = 4 6, f x(t)/2t+l(l + x(t)). 
t=o 
The function u, = v, + zu, satisfies (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). We now choose a 
point r, in Y(n) which satisfies u,(Y,J >, UJX) for all x E Y(n). By Theorem 
3.1, r, is a regular efficient point of Y(n). We claim that r, is a regular efficient 
point of Y. First we show that m(t) > (1 - (l/n)) e(t) for 0 < t < n. To see 
this, assume, on the contrary, that there exists 0 < to < n such that 
r,(t,) = (1 - (l/n)) e(to). Then w,(m) = 0 and 
which is impossible, 
There exists a vector r,, > 0 such that n;, * r, < co and ma * r, 3 rr,, . x 
for all x E Y(n). We claim that V~ * r, > ?T~ *y for ally E Y. If our claim is not 
true, then there exists a y E Y such that V~ . y > rn * r, . Since 
ra(t) > (1 - (1 In)) e(t) for 0 < t < 11, the vector z = q + (1 - a) Y, 
belongs to Y(n) for 01 > 0 sufficiently small. But q, . z > rQ . r, , which is 
impossible. Thus r, is a regular efficient point of Y. Since r, E Y(n) for 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., e = lim,,, r, . 
A compact subset of 1, is a compact subset of s. Hence Theorem 4.2 is 
comparable with Radner’s results [6]. Note, however, that our price systems 
may not correspond to continuous linear functional on 1, even when Y is a 
subset of I, . 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
REMARK 5.1. It is interesting to note that Theorem 3.6 has a finite- 
dimensional analogue. One can prove such an analogue without assuming 
compactness of Y or continuity of u. 
REMARK 5.2. Theorem 3.6 is not comparable with the results of [3]. 
Our model is different from that of Gale and Sutherland. In particular Gale 
and Sutherland do not assume that the utility function is continuous, or even 
definable, on the set of all feasible consumption plans. Strong motivation for 
our continuity assumption may be found in Koopman’s works (see, e.g., [4]). 
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